
Abstract 

 

The presented doctoral thesis deals with the hitherto neglected personality of the Slovak 

politician Ivan Markovič (1888-1944). The aim of the thesis is to clarify the political activity 

of Ivan Markovič, to analyze his ideological anchoring and to increase the overall awareness of 

his person in the context of Czecho-Slovak relations in the first half of the 20th century. The 

thesis is divided into four chapters and an epilogue, while the individual chapters are devoted 

to the study of various time and thematic contexts in which Markovič was active. The first 

chapter introduces the research into the broader context of Czecho-Slovak relations and the 

background of the first years of Markovič's life. The second chapter examines his work as the 

founder and editor of the magazine Prúdy in the period before the outbreak of the First World 

War. The third chapter deals with his activities in the resistance movement abroad during the 

war. Finally, the fourth chapter deals with the activities of Markovič in the Czechoslovak Social 

Democratic Worker's Party and his involvement in the top politics of the interwar Czechoslovak 

Republic. The epilogue presents the last years of Markovič's life as a political prisoner in Nazi 

concentration camps and outlines the destinies of his family. 

For the research of different contexts in which Markovič acted, the thesis uses the 

method of contextual biography and the method of applying the individual as a "probe" to enrich 

these contexts with new knowledge and individual dimensions that have not been reflected in 

research. Within the examined contexts, the thesis analyzes Markovič's understanding of the 

ideology of czechoslovakism and how this ideology was transformed into his political practice. 

Depending on the period and the context the thesis distinguishes the czechoslovakism practiced 

by Markovič as a manifestation of cultural and ethnic solidarity, as a struggle for the realization 

of a political project and finally as the realization of an official state doctrine. 
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